To study the sensitivity to micro-scale imperfections of the strength of a metallic, wafer-to-wafer MEMS bonding, we propose a three-scale numerical (finite element) approach. At the wafer level (macro-scale), accounting for the whole metallic sealing through nonlinear springs connecting the two silicon wafers modelled as thin plates, we link the force transferred by each single MEMS die to the external pressure applied to the wafers. This force is next used as an index for the input pressure at the die level (meso-scale), where the geometry of the metallic rings is accurately described: the local stress field at the interface between the upper and lower metallic rings is so obtained. Finally, a local (micro-scale) model is used to link the aforementioned local stress field in each die to the bonding strength: representative volumes of the rings getting into contact, accounting in a statistically way for the relevant surface roughness (which is on the order or tens of nanometers at most), are adopted to obtain the relationship between the external pressure and the percentage of sealed area. This information is exploited to assess the properties of the rings, in terms of expected bonding strength.
Introduction
Wafer-to-wafer thermo-compressive bonding [1] is a valuable option to accomplish the sealing of a MEMS cavity. Its economic advantage derives from the possibility of operating on the whole wafer. However, the process currently shows some technological difficulties: if (unleaded) metals are chosen as a sealing material, then thin films have to be deposited on the two facing wafers, and temperature and load histories must be carefully designed in order to obtain effective bonding. The combined effects of pressure and thermal loading lead to the re-crystallization of the metals; hence, the mechanical properties of the bonding evolve from the original ones and, in general, they are rather difficult to estimate at the micro-scale [2] . The nature of the surface roughness, the orientation of the crystal grains are only some of the variables concurring to define the quality of the bond [3] , and they are difficultly linked with the global control parameters of the process, like temperature and pressure inside the bonding chamber.
In this work (see also [4] ) we describe a multi-scale computational procedure, based on finite element mechanical analyses, to estimate the bonding strength starting from the aforementioned extensive parameters, and provide a link between quantities at the macro-scale (i.e. process parameters) and at the micro-scale.
Three-scale approach
We identify three length-scales to address the analysis of the thermo-compression bonding. At the top level, labelled macro-scale, Figure 1(a) , the whole 8-inches wafers or a big portion of them (like the quarter shown in the picture) are considered: the two silicon wafers, modelled as plates, are pushed against each other by the external (i.e. chamber) pressure. The interface in between the two plates, i.e. the pattern of the metal sealing rings, is modelled through nonlinear springs: each spring is placed at the center of mass of the relevant metallic ring for each MEMS die, and through its force-elongation relation it accounts in a simplified way for the mechanical link in the out-of-plane direction. The adopted load-elongation law for a single spring is depicted in Figure 2 ; possible differences in the ring thickness and area are respectively represented by a spreading of the initial gap and of the stiffness , being the Young's modulus of the metal constituting the ring, the ring in-plane area and the total ring thickness. The obtained force on the single spring is the output of the macro-scale analysis, to be transferred in a proper way as input pressure at the meso-scale, where only the corresponding die is accounted for, see Figure 1 (b).
The portions of the upper and lower silicon wafers modelled at the meso-scale and connected through the metallic rings, are handled as three-dimensional solids. In the analysis, a perfect or hard contact condition is assumed to hold between die and cap or, more specifically, between the two surfaces of the rings connected to die and cap and getting in touch. The pressure field at the interface between the two rings is retrieved as the main output at this length-scale. This quantitative information is next used as the input for the analysis at the micro-scale. Finally, at the micro-scale the contact surfaces of the rings are artificially reconstructed (see [5] [6] ) for a representative volume of the metal sealing rings, see Figure 1 (c). The relationship between the pressure and the actual surface area entering into contact is adopted to provide an estimate of the bond strength. This procedure allows, in principle, to quantitatively evaluate the bonding effectiveness on the whole wafer as a function of extensive quantities like the temperature and pressure in the bonding chamber, and also of local features like e.g. the roughness of the ring surfaces.
A purely mechanical, finite element analysis has been carried out. The relevant properties of the silicon and of the metal constituting the sealing rings at the bonding temperature are collected in Table 1 . Silicon has been assumed to be elastic (as tensile stresses never attain its characteristic strength) and orthotropic, while the rings have been assumed to be elastic-plastic with a very small hardening modulus.
Results and Discussion
An overview of the stress pattern over the wafer, as arising from the macro-scale analysis, is shown in Figure 3 . The overall external force corresponding to this solution is 38 kN, applied by the hydraulic jack on the top (cap) wafer in the bonding chamber. The maximum principal stress field in the silicon wafers is obviously influenced by the stiffness of each single spring representing a sealing ring: in the reported solution, every ring has been assumed to feature a thickness equal to m. The offset from the thickness mean value has been randomly assigned to the springs, in compliance with a uniform probability distribution: as already reported, this scattering enters into play both for the initial gap and for the elastic spring stiffness. It results that there is no sensitivity to this geometry scattering, as the stress pattern is shown to be highly repetitive. At the meso-scale, the effects of the pressure acting on small portions of the metal ring interface are evaluated. A vertical cross-section of the stress field, as depicted in Figure 4 (a), shows that the highest stress concentrations occur at the connection between the rings, where re-entrant corners are present. This happens as the widths of the upper and lower rings are different, in order to allow for in-plane misalignments during the sealing process. At the center of the ring, the out-of-plane stress flattens out: this is the most critical sealing region, where a check on whether the external pressure is sufficient to assure a good bonding is necessary. The pressure acting along the longitudinal plane of the ring slightly varies along the axis, as shown in Figure 4(b) . It obviously depends also on possible in-plane misalignments, which can shift the relative position of the upper and lower rings. As an example, in Figure 4 (c) the effects are reported for a misalignment along the horizontal direction (according to the view shown in same Figure 4(b) ). 
At the micro-scale a representative volume of the rings, see Figure 1 (c), whose dimensions are m 3 , has been adopted. The surface roughness has been digitally built [5] [6] according to a Gaussian density probability function with a specified standard deviation from a flattened plane, or root mean square (rms). Two different rms values, 10 nm for a low roughness case and 50 nm for a high roughness case, have been considered. When the upper ring is pushed against the lower one by the pressure coming from the mesoscale analysis, the surface peaks on both sides are flattened due to the elastic-plastic deformation, and the overall force transmitted through the contacted area increases. The area getting into contact is depicted in red in 
Conclusions
A numerical procedure, able to provide an evaluation of the strength of a wafer-to-wafer thermocompression bonding, has been described. The approach is based on a three-scale formulation from the wafer, macro-scale level down to the ring, micro-scale level, accounting for the surface roughness of the metal rings themselves. The intermediate meso-scale analysis at the single die level, allows dishomogeneities of the pressure acting at the interface between the two sealing rings to be evidenced.
The approach can link extensive variables, like the external force applied to the silicon wafer, and very local variables, like the surface roughness, to provide an estimate of the bonding strength. Statistical investigations of the effects of geometry imperfections, such as variations of the ring thickness, in-plane ring misalignments, and surface roughness characteristics, will be accounted for in future studies.
